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Abstract

Networked control systems (NCS) have recently been attracting significant
attention as they are easier to monitor and modify and have reduced costs for
wiring compared to the standard wired solutions. Wireless systems, on top of
these traits, can overcome several physical impossibilities of wiring, i.e. they
could enable installing a sensor on a rotating mill. However, wireless com-
munication systems have evident imperfections, such as time-varying delay
and packet dropout. The stochastic packet transmission process makes the
critical assumptions of classical control theory appear invalid. Therefore new
system theory and engineering methodology for NCSs need to be developed.

PID Controllers, being simple and effective, overwhelmingly dominate the
industrial controllers. It is not far-fetched to believe that, as the migration
from wired systems to wireless systems continues, PID controllers will re-
main the dominant controllers in industry. This study, therefore investigates
the application of PID controllers to wireless systems. Two particular con-
trol structures from the literature have been examined, followed by a newly
developed estimation-based controller structure for networked PID control.
Various simulations have been conducted on many types of plants, and the
robustness of the system against packet losses and plant uncertainties, among
others, have been evaluated. It has been shown that the newly proposed con-
troller structure has a significantly better performance than earlier proposals.
The results have been verified by an implementation on a water tank system.
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Abbreviations

ADC Analog-to-digital converter
AMIGO Approximate M-constrained integral gain optimization

DAC Digital-to-analog converter
FDMA Frequency-division multiple access

IAE Integral of absolute error
IMC Internal model control

ITAE Integral of time-weighted absolute error
ITE Integral of time-weighted error

ITSE Integral of time-weighted square error
KF Kalman filter

KLT First order system with time delay
LPD Lag plus delay
MAC Medium access control

MIGO M-constrained integral gain optimization
MMSE Minimum mean square error
SepKF Separate bias Kalman filter

SISO Single input single output
TDMA Time-division multiple access

Z-N Ziegler-Nichols
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In a classical control system, sensors, controllers and actuators are connected
to each other with dedicated wires. The drawback induced by such systems
is the employment and maintenance costs of these wires, especially if there
are a large number of control loops. And for some cases, it may even not be
possible to have wired sensors, such as in the case of a temperature sensor
on a rotating mill. For these cases, it is possible to utilize wireless control
systems. By doing so, a shared wireless medium, which is illustrated in
Figure 1.1, is used to transfer information between sensors, controllers and
actuators.

Controller

Network

Plant

Controller

Plant

Figure 1.1: Networked Control System

The advantages of wireless control systems are not limited to reduced
wiring costs. Wireless control systems are easily monitored, since the in-
formation being sent can simply be picked up by a receiver. Moreover, the
architecture of such systems can also be easily modified, by just deploying or
dismissing sensors, making the system more flexible [1].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5

The challenges of using wireless control systems are the inherent time-
varying delays and packet dropouts. Due to the stochastic packet transmis-
sion process, in wireless systems, most of the assumptions that the classical
control theory is based on, appear invalid. Some examples to the assumptions
that need to be reevaluated are equal-distance sampling, synchronized con-
trol and non-delayed sampling and actuation [2]. Some of the recent works
that have been offering treatments in order to handle stability of networked
control systems are [1], [2], [3] and [4].

The controller structure in this study is PID. This choice is mainly due
to the overwhelming dominance of PID controllers in the industry [5]. It
is also very probable that, similiar to wired systems, PID controllers would
maintain their dominance in the wireless industrial systems [6]. In addition
to the dominance, PID controllers are simple and effective, and for plants
with first and second order dominant dynamics, there is nothing to gain
from using a more complex controller [7].

This study investigates the application of dominant PID controllers to
novel wireless systems, which is not yet a mature subject, with only a cou-
ple previous examples in the literature. First, two such previously proposed
controllers are examined and it is shown that neither one exhibits a satisfac-
tory performance under harsh network conditions. Afterwards, an estimation
based controller is put forward, that relies on a simple model of the process
when the network is unreliable. The proposed controller, provided that an
accurate model is available, is shown to pose satisfactory behavior under all
network conditions. Extensive simulations have been done on many types
of plants, and the robustness of the system against packet losses and plant
uncertainties, among others have been tested. The results have been verified
by an implementation on a water tank system.

Building on previous studies on classical PID tuning and network based
observers, the main contribution of this thesis is the design of a Kalman filter
based PID controller. Along with a satisfactory performance even with poor
network conditions, it is of utmost importance that the controller does not
pose a heavy computational burden, so that it can be run at high frequencies
on low-power wireless motes.

Outline

The thesis is composed of four main chapters. Chapter 2 gives an overview of
networked control systems. It begins with some examples of wired networked
control systems, followed by a description of wireless control systems. Models
of network imperfections such as delay and packet dropout are given.
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The next chapter reviews classical PID control and existing proposals
for networked PID controllers. First, important elements of classical PID
control, including tuning methods and implementation aspects such as dis-
cretization and integrator wind-up are described. Cascade PID control is also
discussed briefly. The chapter continues with the description of two promi-
nent wireless PID control structures from the literature: one event driven
and one time driven.

The fourth chapter introduces our proposed Kalman filter based PID
controller. Methods to decrease the computational burden, such as static
filtering with scalar operations are developed. The resulting controller is
simulated under different models for packet loss. Robustness to plant uncer-
tainties is studied, along with a modification of the filter to make it tolerant to
biased disturbances. The chapter ends with a cascade structure application.

Finally, the fifth chapter describes an actual implementation of the pro-
posed control structure in wireless motes, and presents experimental results
from the control of a water tank system with sensor data collected using
wireless sensors.



Chapter 2

Networked Control Systems

The early examples of networked control systems are composed of wired sys-
tems, where the sensors and controllers are connected through a common
medium instead of closing each of the many control loops with dedicated
wires. As one of the most critical parameters for the stability of a control
system is delay [8], in order to have a higher bound on the delay, the net-
work protocol used in such control systems should satisfy hard real time
constraints. Some wired protocols that can work under hard real time con-
straints are Control Area Network, developed to be used in car automa-
tion, and PROFIBUS, designed for factory and process automation [9].
These systems are now extensively used in the industry [10] but although
they reduce the wiring and all the costs associated with it, they still do not
eliminate them. Therefore, a lot of research has been focused on wireless
control systems, where the wiring is almost absent.

2.1 Wireless Systems

Wireless Network Imperfections

The most apparent drawback of using a wireless medium is the varying delay,
known as jitter. For a typical time driven wireless control system, at regular
intervals the plant is sampled and the samples are scheduled to be delivered
to the controller. Yet due to the stochastic nature of medium induced delays,
the controller receives packages at irregular intervals, as illustrated in Figure
2.1. The factors contributing to this behavior are

• Network access delay: The time it takes for the network to be avail-
able to accept the data

7



CHAPTER 2. NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS 8

• Frame time delay: The time for the transmitter to place a packet on
the network

• Transmission delay: The time the packet spends within the network

The amount of these delays depend on the bandwidth of the channel, packet
sizes and overhead [11]. Models to capture the delay is given in Section 2.2.

k k + 1 k + 2 k + 3 k + 4 k + 5
Plant

time

Controller
time

Figure 2.1: Wireless transmission irregularity

Apart from the problem of packets arriving late to the controller, there
is also a risk of packets being lost within the network due to noise, interfer-
ence, node failures and collisions [12]. When packet loss is detected, it can
be ordered to be retransmitted, but it is very likely that by the time it is
retransmitted, the data will be outdated. Therefore it is more useful to trans-
mit a recently sampled packet instead of the old lost one, which practically
implies the system must tolerate lost packets.

One naive solution to cope with the jitter and the packet dropout would
be keeping sampling time low and sending redundantly many packets, so
that the controller can use the ones that arrive in time. However, given the
limited bandwidth of the medium, sending packets at high frequency will
result in more traffic, thus more collisions and longer delay. Moreover, the
wireless motes generally run on limited power, and keeping their lifespan
long is considered an important issue, which would conflict with sending
redundantly many packets. Therefore solutions with higher sampling time
have been preferred.

Network Access

If there are more than one transmitters in the system, medium access should
be regulated in order to keep the network access delay and collisions un-
der control. One deterministic way to do this is to make schedules as to
which node transmits when, known as Time Division Multiple Access
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(TDMA), so that each node has a specific period when it can transmit. An-
other deterministic method is to split frequency band so that each node has
its exclusive frequency to transmit, known as Frequency Division Mul-
tiple Access (FDMA). These deterministic methods put a higher bound
on delay, but they are generally hard to implement due to constructing a
schedule and synchronizing the nodes so that they can stick to the schedule.

A stochastic way to regulate medium access is to implement random ac-
cess protocols, like ALOHA, where a node that has a packet to transmit,
first checks if the medium is available, and then sends immediately if it is.
If the medium is busy, the node backs off for a random amount of time and
retries to send. These random access protocols inevitably increase network
access delay, and it is harder to determine a higher delay bound [13], which
makes them harder to be employed in control systems. This is also the reason
why WirelessHART protocol, which combines only deterministic methods
like TDMA and FDMA are found to be suitable for control systems, rather
than protocols that incorporate stochastic access methods [14]. MAC proto-
cols are more extensively described in [13] and [15].

System Architecture

The representation of shared network in Figure 1.1 can be simplified to the
architecture in Figure 2.2, where the controller, actuator and the sensors
are spatially apart from each other, and the communication is carried out
through the network. In this architecture, the costs of using a network such
as delay are introduced twice -once from sensors to controller, and again from
controller to actuator. In order to reduce this to one time, it is preferable
to collocate the controller with the actuator. This way, the network is only
used when the data from sensor to controller need to be transferred, and
controller can simply be wired to actuator. Having considered that the ac-
tuators generally demand high power, this architecture is also beneficial in
terms of power supply of the controller. Therefore, if it is not essential that
the controller to be spatially apart from the actuator and if the control action
is not distributed, it is favorable to wire them. This is also the architecture
that has been used in this study.

2.2 Delay Models

There have been different propositions for modeling the network induced
delay and packet losses. In [16] and [17], the following three delay models
have been described.
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e(t)r(t)

Figure 2.2: Simple representation of a NCS

Constant Delay The crudest way to model the network delay is deter-
mining a value and using this as the default constant delay, which may
only be applicable to deterministic cases, like a network with very strict
time schedule and retransmission slots in case of delivery error. In such
cases, the worst case delay can be chosen as the constant delay. How-
ever such safety slots will decrease the performance as the control delay
would become unnecessarily long. This delay model is not tailored for
the networks with stochastic medium access protocols.

τ1(t) = τc

Gaussian Distributed Random Delay In order to represent the varia-
tions in random access protocols, a normally distributed delay model
has been put forward, where mean and the variance is chosen by inves-
tigating the behavior of the network.

τ2(t) = x1(t), X1 ∼ N(µ, σ)

Partially Random Correlated Delay It has been noted that there is a
positive correlation among the delivery time of consecutive packets,
therefore, in this model, the uniformly distributed delay is coupled
with the previous value, where q is a filtering variable, and the random
delay is bounded between [amin, amax]. This model attempts to capture
the delay parameters given in section 2.1.

τ3(t) =
∫ t

0
e−qαx2(t − α)dα, X1 ∼ U(amin, amax)
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2.3 Packet Dropout Models

Apart from the delay, as described in Section 2.1, there is also the case of
packet dropout (also known as packet loss) that needs to be addressed. The
simplest way to model the dropout is to treat it as a realization of a Bernoulli
process, where the packet loss variable is identical and independent. The
higher the probability of transmission is, the better condition the network
is in. However, it has been noted that the packet losses generally appear in
bursts [18], therefore it is not a good approximation to ignore this temporal
correlation and model packet dropout by an independent loss model. Instead
of this, a more complicated method, namely Gilbert-Elliot channel model is
proposed [19], which is a two state Markov chain model, composed of “good”
and “bad” states. In “good” state, the packets are delivered without an error,
and the failure rate q, is the probability of the transition to the “bad” state,
in which the packets are lost. Recovery rate, the probability of the transition
to the “good” state is denoted by p. This model, depicted in Figure 2.3,
captures the temporal correlation of packet losses and can be extended to
Markov chains with more states if necessary.

good bad

q

p

1 − p1 − q

Figure 2.3: Gilbert-Elliot Packet Dropout Model



Chapter 3

Networked PID Controllers

Despite the advances in the control theory during the past few decades,
PID controllers are still dominant in the industry. A survey made on over
eleven thousand controllers in 2000, depicted that more than 97% of them
utilized PID controllers [5], making it called ‘the process industries default
controller’ [20]. This is due to the fact that given enough experience and
time, the structure of a PID controller is easy enough to be tuned without
the need for a plant description, only by observing the response of the system.
However, it must be noted that the systematic approaches which are using
the model are safer and more robust in terms of stability and performance
on a wide frequency range. On top of being easily tuned and trusted by the
industry, the PID controllers are able to satisfy both transient and steady-
state response requirements of many processes. There is nothing to gain from
using a more complex controller for the plants whose dominant dynamics are
of second order [7], which covers most of the industrial plants. It is also a
common practice to have a PID controller in the lowest level, even if the
controller law is defined by more advanced methods [21].

3.1 Classical PID

Control action u(t) defined by a PID controller is calculated using the fol-
lowing expression.

u(t) = K

(

e(t) +
1

Ti

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ + Td
de(t)

dt

)

where e(t) is the error defined by e(t) = y(t)−r(t). y(t) is the output variable
and r(t) is the reference, also known as set-point. The rest of the variables in
the equation are: (i) K is the proportional gain, (ii) Ti is the integral action

12
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time or reset time, and (iii) Td is the derivative action time or rate time. As
this controller is very sensitive to noises, a less noise-sensitive version has
been developed.

u(t) = k (br(t) − yf (t)) + ki

∫ t

0

(r(τ) − yf (τ)) dτ + kd

(

c
dr(t)

dt
−

dyf (t)

dt

)

(3.1)
where b and c are the set-point weights, having the purpose of smoothing the
response to set-point changes, and k gains are simply the translated versions
of action times. The novelty of this version is filtering the process variable
y(t) by the filter Gf (s) before feeding it into the controller.

Yf (s) = Gf (s)Y (s)

where
Gf (s) =

1

(1 + sTf )n
(3.2)

The controller is generally handled in frequency domain. Ignoring the
filter and set-point gains for simplicity, it is translated to the continuous
s-domain as follows.

C(s) =
U(s)

E(s)
= K

(

1 +
1

Tis
+ Tds

)

Breaking down and analyzing the controller in three parts, the propor-
tional term acts in all frequency ranges as a reaction proportional to the error
signal, integral term compensates the low frequency error, which generally
corresponds to the steady state error. Finally, the derivative term is intended
to improve the transient response, as a high frequency compensator.

Classical PID Tuning

Being aware of the purpose of the three terms together with a couple of pop-
ular rules of thumb can be adequate to tune the controller, by observing the
response of the system. However, it is hard to judge that the PID controller
tuned that way is the ideal one. In addition to this, following the rules of
thumb are not always appropriate. In [22] and [23], it has been shown that
for some plants, increasing the derivative term escalates the gain to a level
where the system becomes unstable. This is contrary to the general belief
that the derivative action increases stability. In the same study, this kind
of misunderstandings and overgeneralizations have been given as the reason
to the fact that most of the PID controllers in the industry have derivative
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part switched off, thus not utilizing the full functionality of the controller.
Due to these reasons, it is essential to have systematic ways to tune PID
controllers. Fortunately, over the past decades numerous novel approaches
to tune the PID parameters have been proposed. Most of these methods
have the following design objectives

• Stability and stability robustness

• Attenuation of load disturbances, which can be measured using Inte-
grated Absolute Error (IAE)

IAE =

∫ ∞

0

|e(t)|dt

• Robustness to model uncertainty, which can be measured by the fol-
lowing sensitivity function Ms

Ms = max
0≤ω<∞

|S(iω)|

S(iω) =
1

1 + P (iω)C(iω)

• Transient response, which, along with IAE, can also be measured by
the following performance indices

ITAE =

∫ ∞

0

t|e(t)|dt

ITE =

∫ ∞

0

te(t)dt

ITSE =

∫ ∞

0

te2(t)dt

Below are some of the prominent methods to tune PID controllers. More
detailed lists can be found in [7] and [24].

1. Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) method
The first noteworthy attempt to systematically tune PID controller
was published in 1942 [25], where the plant is first approximated by a
first-order lag plus time delay process as

PLPD(s) =
α

sL
e−sL
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A method to obtain a similar approximation is given in Appendix B.
The PID parameters are calculated using analytical expressions based
on the approximated α and L values. Another Z-N method is to put the
system under pure proportional control and increase the gain until the
system undergoes periodic oscillations (showing a critically stable be-
havior). This gain is then used to calculate the ideal tuning parameters
by simple mathematical relations.

These two methods were derived by looking at the response of a large
number of processes, and generating relations that are applicable to a
wide range of plants. The idea behind the tuning rules was to obtain
a good response to load disturbances, and the criterion was quarter
amplitude damping. However, for some plants, this criterion leads to
unsatisfactory phase and gain margins, making the system unstable and
too sensitive to parameter variations [21]. Therefore, more advanced
methods have been developed to overcome such shortcomings.

2. MIGO and AMIGO tuning
Similarly, MIGO tuning is also based on simulating large number of
processes (see Appendix A) and finding a common analytical relation.
Criticizing Z-N for using limited process information, in [21], the pro-
cesses are approximated by three parameters instead of two.

PKLT(s) =
Kp

1 + sT
e−sL (3.3)

The robustness criteria to tune MIGO controller is making the Nyquist
curve of the loop transfer function outside the circle defined by the
center in cR with radius rR.

cR =
2M2 − 2M + 1

2M(M − 1)

rR =
2M − 1

2M(M − 1)

This way, robustness is captured by the parameter M , which has been
chosen as M = 1.4. Analyzing the effects of the parameters of dif-
ferent processes, it has been noted that it is not possible to find opti-
mal tuning rules that are based on KLT plants. Therefore, more con-
servative robust tuning rules with lower performance, called AMIGO
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(Approximate-MIGO) has been suggested as below.

k =
1

Kp

(

0.2 + 0.45
T

L

)

Ti =
k

ki

=
0.4L + 0.8T

L + 0.1T
L

Td =
k

kd

=
0.5LT

0.3L + T

b =

{

0 τ ≤ 0.5
1 τ > 0.5

τ =
L

L + T

c = 0

Tf =

{

0.05/ωgc τ ≤ 0.2
0.1L τ > 0.2

(3.4)

where ωgc is the gain crossover frequency. This parameters are tailored
for the implementation in (3.1).

3. Pole Placement
Since PID controller is a relatively simple controller, pole placement
method can be used to obtain a desired system response. Having a
low order process, which can also be obtained by approximation, the
closed loop equation of the system is derived, which has the PID gains
as free parameters. Then, this characteristic equation is compared and
equated to a system with desired characteristics. As a result, the poles
of the system is placed accordingly.

4. Phase and Gain Margin Methods
A similar approach to pole placement, in PM and GM methods are
based on satisfying margin constraints. Gain margin Am is defined as
below

arg[C(jωpc)P (jωpc)] = −π

Am =
1

|C(jωpc)P (jωpc)|

Similarly, phase margin φm is defined

|C(jωgc)P (jωgc)| = 1

φm = arg[C(jωgc)P (jωgc)] + π

where ωpc and ωgc are respectively the phase and gain crossover fre-
quencies. As it is remarkably hard to solve these equations analytically,
numerical methods, and certain approximations can be utilized.
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5. Internal Model Control (IMC)
IMC derives from having a model of the process within the controller.
The controller has the form,

C(s) =
Q(s)

1 − Q(s)P̂ (s)

where P̂ (s) is the approximation of the process P (s), and Q(s) is the
inverse of the approximated plant together with a low pass filter F (s),
which is added to increase the robustness to plant uncertainties.

Q(s) = P̂ (s)−1(s)F (s)

By using this controller, which can be visualized in Figure 3.1, it is
expected the disturbance will be canceled and the the reference tracking
will be established well. Given the process model is in first order, the
controller obtained will be PI, and PID if it is second order.

F (s) C(s) P (s)

P̂ (s)

r(t)

v

−

−

Figure 3.1: Internal Model Control

A special case of IMC is λ tuning, where the controller is of the form

C(s) =
1

P̂ (s)

1

λs

where the only tuning parameter is λ, which as common practice is
chosen between 0.5 and 5 [7].

6. Optimization Based Methods
In optimization based methods, a cost function is defined, which is
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composed of the combination of the design criteria. Then this cost
function is attempted to be minimized, subject to a stability constraint.
Although very powerful, the drawback of this method is the existence
of local minima, where the optimization process will be prematurely
halted.

The initial PID gains to run the optimization algorithm can be picked
using one of the above tuning methods, or the algorithm can be run
with no prior knowledge, like in the genetic algorithm proposed in [26],
where from a pool of individuals, the fitness of each one is graded using
a cost function, and fittest ones are chosen. The pool is repopulated
using probabilistic methods based on the chosen individuals. These
process is repeated until the design requirements are met.

In optimization based methods, the design requirements must be care-
fully evaluated. Overlooking a constraint such as stability, or transient
response may lead to futile outcomes.

Cascade Loop

Given that it is possible to have multiple measurements of a plant, cascade
structure can be beneficial. Illustrated in Figure 3.2, in cascade loop, it
is assumed that the plant can be broken down into two parts, “inner” and
“outer”, and different controllers can be derived for each part, composing inner
and outer loop. Utilizing this structure makes more sense when the essential
disturbances act on the inner loop, which should also be much faster than
the outer loop. This is for the reason that the idea behind cascade structure
is to reject the disturbance in the inner loop even before it is detected in the
outer loop.

Cout(s) Cin(s) Pin(s) Pout(s)
r(t)

−
−

ωin ωout

Figure 3.2: Cascade Control
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An example to a proper cascade plant is given in [27]. In the distillation-
column-reboiler temperature control system, flow of the steam can be mea-
sured in addition to the temperature. It is supposed that the inner plant has
output variable as flow, and the outer plant has temperature as the output
variable. Then, since the residence time of the inner plant is much faster than
the outer plant, and that the dominant disturbance is on the inner plant, a
controller for the inner plant can be designed. This controller would react
on the disturbance before it can effect the temperature.

To tune cascaded loops, first the inner loop should be handled, followed by
the outer loop. If analytical methods are to be used, to avoid the complicated
expression of dynamics, the inner loop in series with the outer plant can be
approximated as a simpler expression. A networked application is given in
Section 4.6.

Implementation Aspects

In order to do an implementation of a control system, there are issues that
need to be considered, such as digital conversion and physical limits of the
actuator. In this section, these issues are treated.

Discretization

Even though there are virtually no completely analog control systems left,
and all the systems are controlled using computers, the control theory still
revolves around continuous design. The plant, which generally is continuous,
is modeled in continuous domain, and likewise a continuous controller is
designed. Then to implement this controller in digital computers, generally
the controller is discretized, and is run using the measurements which are
obtained by sampling the plant at regular intervals. The idea behind the
discretized controller is that, provided that the sampling time is chosen low
enough, the discrete controller will simulate the behavior of the continuous
system. However, if there are serious costs of having a low sampling time, like
in a wireless system, then a balance between the performance of the system
and the medium load should be achieved. A rule of thumb proposed in [28],
is to have a sampling time h, so that the system is sampled between 4 to 10
times during its rise time. That is to say,

Tr

h
≈ 4 to 10

where Tr is the rise time.
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The discrete PID controller is represented as

u(kh) = P (kh) + I(kh) + D(kh)

The first component, the proportional part is purely static, so it is dis-
cretized without any approximation.

P (kh) = k (br(kh) − y(kh))

Integral part on the other hand, needs approximation, and it is generally
done by forward approximation. This way, the value can be calculated after
sending the control signal, thus decreasing the computational time spent
within the controller.

I(kh + h) = I(kh) + kihe(kh)

For the derivative part, on the other hand, backward approximation is
used, making the discretized derivative

D(kh) =
kd

h
(e(kh) − e(kh − h)) (3.5)

The disadvantage with this derivative approximation is that, although
being simple, it is not very robust to noise. Therefore, if the samples are
expected to be noisy, more complex alternatives in [28] can be used instead.

Anti wind-up

It is a common phenomenon, that the control signal exceeds the physical
limits of the actuator when the error is too large. When this is the case,
the control signal saturates at the limit, and the feedback path is broken.
Integrator keeps ingrating, possibly reaching a very large value in a short
amount of time. Having done this, even when the reference is reached, the
integrator will require a certain amount of time to calm down to a normal
value, and within this time, it will drive the system away from the reference
value. This is called integrator wind-up, and is further described in [7].

The simplest remedy to this issue is to stop integrating when the ac-
tuator is saturated. A more complex method, also used in this study, is
adding another feedback path from the actuator output or a model depicting
the saturation levels. This new error signal es, illustrated in Figure 3.3, is
noneffective under normal conditions, however prevents the integrator from
winding up when the input to the actuator is saturated.
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Figure 3.3: Integrator Anti wind-up

3.2 Networked PID

Delays and packet dropouts, which are inherent to network, make most of
the classical tuning methods that are based on classical stability measures,
inappropriate for the networked controller. Few theories have been developed
to analyze the stability of the system with variable delays [29], [3], and it is,
even for simple plants, computationally cumbersome to solve such equations.
Therefore, it becomes hard to utilize methods like pole placement, IMC and
gain margin for networked PID controllers.

Non-analytic tuning methods also appear to be improper. Using opti-
mization methods requires a delay profile for the simulations, and it contra-
dicts the stochastic nature of the network to use such a profile for tuning the
controller, i.e. a controller which is optimal for a delay realization may not
be optimal for another. Also, in Section 3.2.2 it is shown that an AMIGO
tuned controller leaves no room for time varying delay. Therefore, novel tun-
ing methods need to be developed for networked PID controllers. Two such
previously proposed controllers, which are the prominent available examples
as of today are included in this study. They are described below, preceded
by a discussion about event driven control.

Event Driven vs. Time Driven Control

Since the communication medium is a scarce resource in wireless systems, a
frugal solution can be to send measurements only when they are needed to
be sent, i.e. not sending a sample if the process variable is not changed much
since the last sent sample. A framework developed to address this idea is
called event driven sampling, where what triggers a sample to be sent is
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the occurance of an event, such as a large change in measured signal. In a
time driven control, the trigger is the completion of a sampling period. The
advantage of event based sampling is to make fewer communication calls, thus
keeping the medium less busy and saving the energy of the agents involved.

In [30], a classified event is the difference between the last sent error
sample and the current error hitting a threshold. Another one is the duration
between the last sending and the current time, exceeding a threshold.

inf {t : |e(t) − e(λ)| > eδ, t − tλ > tδ}

where tλ is the time when the last sample is sent, which has e(λ) as the error,
eδ is the threshold of the error difference, and tδ is the maximum time the
controller will be left without a sample. Therefore, a sample will be sent if the
error leaves the deadband defined by eδ, and if it stays within the deadband
after a period tδ, a new sample will be sent anyway. A more complex sampling
system, also considering origin crossings, specifically tailored for PI controller
is given in [31].

A double tank process has been simulated using such event based sam-
pling in [30], and by choosing appropriate thresholds, a satisfactory perfor-
mance has been achieved with 103 executions. 600 executions would have
been needed for time driven systems. However, it should be noted that
these sampling scenarios assume that the sensors have access to the set-
point (to calculate the error), which requires additional communication from
controller/gateway to sensor. Moreover, if the medium is not reliable, like in
wireless systems, then even if error exceeds a threshold, the packet including
this information may be lost, and the controller will not be aware of the
problem until the time threshold is reached. This may lead to undesirable
results. Such issues can be solved by sending acknowledge packets back to
the sensor, indicating that the packet has been received. However, such ac-
knowledge packets also imply additional transmission. After applying these
remedies, it is not certain that the total number of packets sent will still be
less than periodic sampling.

Another challenge with event based sampling is to tune threshold param-
eters, which is generally done using simulations. It is also hard to guarantee
the stability of the system due to the absence of a well established aperiodic
control theory.

3.2.1 PIDplus

Proposed in [32], PIDplus is a modified version of a PID controller, which is
customized for unreliable communications, specifically when the communi-
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cation is lost for long period of times. The controller mainly deals with the
following undesired control actions under communication losses:

• When the communication from the sensor to the controller is lost, the
process variable y cannot be updated. Having the same output variable,
the integrator would keep on integrating regardless the actual output,
and would possibly reach a high value, leading to a large control action.

• If the communication is reestablished after some time, the difference
between the current output y[k] and the last output y[k − 1] would
possibly be large. The derivative action, using the sampling time h in
the divisor in (3.5), causes a momentarily large control action.

The remedies to these two phenomena are as follows

• The integrator is replaced with a filter F , which only updates when
there is a new measurement, otherwise keeps the old value.

F [k] = F [k − 1] +
(

u[k − 1] − F [k − 1]
)(

1 − e−ki∆t
)

where ∆t is the time spent between the two consecutive measurements
received. The filter resembles an anti-windup structure, however how
this filter is designed and why it is ideal are unfortunately not motivated
in the original publications [32], [33].

• The derivative is modified as follows

D[k] =
kd

∆t

(

e[k] − e[k − 1]
)

which instead of dividing the error difference by h, divides it by the
actual time spent between the measurements ∆t. The total control
action is therefore,

u[k] = P [k] + F [k] + D[k]

where P action is not modified.

P [k] = k (br[k] − y[k])

The novelty with PIDplus is that, having an event based controller, it
is tolerant to receiving aperiodic measurements. It is however not an event
driven controller in the classical sense, since the plant is sampled periodically,
and each and every sample is classified as an event, and transmitted to the
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controller. The “event” is therefore whether or not the controller receives the
sample. If the communication is reliable, PIDplus works like a time driven
periodic controller.

To evaluate the performance of PIDplus, simulations have been run on
the following plant P (s).

P (s) =
1

0.3s + 1
e−s (3.6)

As no specific tuning method is proposed, the PID gains are tuned using
AMIGO method presented in Section 3.1. The network is modeled using
Bernoulli packet drops and no delays, i.e. if the packet arrives later than
a threshold, then it is considered as lost, otherwise it is considered in time
for the control algorithm to execute. White Gaussian measurement noise is
inserted to the system with variance σ2 = 10−4. The sampling time is selected
as h = 0.1s. See the simulations in Figure 3.4 for various independent loss
probabilities.

The response of the system to a pulse reference is very conservative,
slowly reaches the reference without any overshoot. The performance clearly
deteriorates as the number of packet dropouts increases. To compare PID-
plus performance with a regular PID controller, which is not tailored for
networked systems, simulations of AMIGO tuned controller with the same
settings are given in Figure 3.5. The main performance difference is the typi-
cal overshoot of the AMIGO, which is contrary to the safe and slow response
of PIDplus. With this response, the system is saved from becoming unstable,
as the response of AMIGO with high dropout rates otherwise suggest. This
is therefore the main advantage of using PIDplus.

3.2.2 Jitter Aware AMIGO

Providing an analytical tuning method, Jitter Aware AMIGO revisits the
AMIGO tuning rules for the PID structure in (3.1), and modifies it to make
it more robust to jitter [6]. This tuning method makes use of the following
stability criterion in the presence of jitter.

The continuous SISO system is stable for varying time delays bounded
by δmax if

∣

∣

∣

∣

P (jω)C(jω)

1 + P (jω)C(jω)

∣

∣

∣

∣

<
1

δmaxω
, ∀ω ∈ [0,∞[ (3.7)

which is proved using small gain theorem in [3].
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Figure 3.4: PIDplus simulation results for ploss = {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}

The paper identifies that, if regular AMIGO tuning with no measurement
filter is used, the above criterion is almost always violated at high frequencies.
Therefore the measurement filter given in (3.2), which in practice is a low-
pass filter, should be designed to have a reasonable jitter margin. To do this,
certain approximations for high frequencies should be done for the left hand
side of the inequality in (3.7).
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Figure 3.5: AMIGO simulation results for ploss = {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}
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where A KLT plant, given in (3.3) is assumed. If AMIGO tuning rules
given in (3.4) is used to tune this controller, the equation can further be
approximated

Kpkd

T
=

0.1L + 0.225T

0.3L + T
≈

1

3

Adding measurement filter Gf (s) into the loop, the inequality solved for
δmax becomes

δmax <

∣

∣

∣

∣

3
(1 + jωTf )

n

jω

∣

∣

∣

∣

(3.8)

The right hand side of (3.8) should be minimized to find the largest jitter
margin δmax. If it is solved for Tf , then the measurement filter can be designed
for a given δmax. For filters of order n = {1, 2, 3}, the filter is tuned as

Tf =

{

1
3
δmax n = 1
1

3
√

n

(

n
n−1

)(1−n)/2
δmax n > 1

(3.9)

However, for delay dominant processes (T < L), the following tuning
leads to better performance

Tf =

{

max {2.3δmax − 3L, 0.5} n = 2
max {δmax − L − T, 0.3} n = 3

(3.10)

where measurement filter with order n = 1 is skipped since it results in small
jitter margins.

The overall tuning is done as follows. After having designed the measure-
ment filter using (3.9) or (3.10), the plant in series with the measurement
filter Pext(s) = P (s)Gf (s) should be approximated to a KLT plant. The
methods given in Appendix B can be used for this purpose. Finally, to tune
the PID gains, AMIGO tuning rules given in (3.4) are applied.

For the simulations, the same plant in the previous section is used, along
with the identical simulation parameters. The measurement filter is tuned
using

δmax = 2δmax,AMIGO

which means, the filter should be tuned so that the allowed jitter margin is
twice the margin supplied with regular AMIGO tuning. The rules in (3.10)
is used since the given plant is a delay dominant process. The results can be
observed in Figure 3.6.

Contrary to PIDplus, the response of the system has an overshoot, which
is typical for AMIGO tuning, and brings low rise time with it. On the
other hand, as the packet loss ratio increases, the performance of the system
worsens at a higher speed, reaching to a 50% overshoot for ploss = 0.9. It
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Figure 3.6: Jitter Aware AMIGO simulation results for ploss = {0, 0.1, ..., 0.9}

should however be noted that, this controller is not designed for such harsh
conditions and only claims stability for a maximum delay of δmax, which can
naturally be exceeded many times with ploss = 0.9.



Chapter 4

Estimation Based PID Controller

Provided that the model of the plant is available, it can be used to predict
the evolution of the system. This appears most beneficial when the process
output is not available in time. To make predictions using the process model,
which is already required by any systematic control design, is the idea behind
the estimation based controller.

If the process model is linear, an obvious choice for the estimator would
be Kalman Filter as it is the optimal MMSE estimator. An introduction to
classical time-varying Kalman Filter is given in [34]. A version of the filter,
which is designed for networks with packet dropouts has been introduced
in [35], where the equations are based on the following discrete state space
definition.

x[k + 1] = Ax[k] + Bu[k] + ω[k]

y[k] = Cx[k] + v[k]

where ω and v are zero mean Gaussian noise with covariance matrices Q ≥ 0
and R ≥ 0 respectively. Skipping the derivation, the prediction step is the
same as the classical Kalman filter.

x̂k+1|k = Ax̂k|k + Buk

Pk+1|k = APk|kA
′ + Q (4.1)

And the correction step, with γ indicating that the sample is received
(γ = 1) or not (γ = 0), becomes

Kk+1 = Pk+1|kC
′(CPk+1|kC

′ + R)−1

x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k + γk+1Kk+1(yk+1 − Cx̂k+1|k)

ŷk+1|k+1 = Cx̂k+1|k+1

Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k − γk+1Kk+1CPk+1|k (4.2)

29
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where P is the error covariance and an initial value P0 should be provided
as well as an initial state x0.

The equations imply that whenever measurements are available, the state
estimate and covariance matrix are updated using the standard Kalman filter
equations, but when the packet is delayed or dropped, only the prediction
step is executed, which propagates the state estimate covariance matrix using
the process model. Combining this filter with a standard PID, the represen-
tation in Figure 4.1 is obtained.

C(s)

KF

P (s)

Network

r(t)

ω v

u
y

ŷ
−

Figure 4.1: Kalman filter based Networked PID Controller

Since it is easily applicable to a wide range of processes, AMIGO tuning,
described in Section 3.1, has been chosen as the method to set the PID
gains. The Kalman filter variables are tuned as usual, with P0 indicating
how certain the initial state estimate x0 is. Measurement error covariance R
is tuned according to the specifications of the sensors used, and process noise
covariance Q should represent how accurate the process model is.

The same plant in (3.6) has been used for simulations, with the same
noise and network setup. Kalman filter variables has been set as x0 = 0,
P0 = 0.12, Q = 0.12 and R = 0.14. The results can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Looking at the performance of the controller, it does not deteriorate as the
packet dropout rate is increasing. This is due to the internal model the filter
is using, which is exactly the same with the process being simulated. The
Gaussian measurement noise is also handled by the filter, which is rejecting
the high frequency noise. Contrary to Jitter Aware controller, there is no
need for a separate measurement filter.

In Figure 4.3, all of the three networked PID controllers that have been
introduced are compared. The figure shows the average performance for a
range of network loss probabilities. For each packet loss probability, 1000
simulations with different noise and packet drop realizations have been per-
formed and their average IAE cost has been calculated. For ploss ≤ 0.6,
all controllers demonstrate comparable performances, with PIDplus having
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Figure 4.2: Time-varying KF simulation results for ploss =
{0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}

slightly worse performance due to its slow response. For higher loss probabil-
ities, PIDplus and Jitter Aware AMIGO are steadily degrading, with Jitter
Aware AMIGO becoming unstable for ploss ≥ 0.9. On the other hand, the
correlation between the packet dropout ratio and the performance of estima-
tion based controller is almost negligible, with almost the same IAE value
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for every packet loss probability.
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Figure 4.3: Mean IAE costs of PIDplus, TV-Kalman Filter and Jitter Aware
Controller

4.1 Static Filtering

Even though the performance of a time varying Kalman filter is very satisfac-
tory, to iterate through the equations given in (4.1-4.2) can be computation-
ally costly, especially if the controller is to be run on a low power processor
like a wireless mote. Therefore, it will be investigated if it is possible to
replace the gain K with a precomputed static one, turning the structure into
a Luenberger observer. By doing this, the amount of calculations to be done
will be decreased dramatically.

There are various choices for the selection of static Ks. Theoretically, any
gain that would make the estimation error (x̂−x) and states x converge, can
be chosen. A similar work has been done on a networked controller to find a
static gain in [36], but the controller structure there is a full state feedback
controller instead of PID. The method adopted was to choose the gain so
that the variance of the process variable is minimized.

In this study, however, the static gain is chosen as the steady state Kalman
filter gain, i.e. the value of the time-varying gain after convergence. In order
to do this, the steady state error covariance Ps should be calculated. This
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can be obtained by solving the following Riccati equation.

Ps = AP0A
′ + Q − APC ′(CP0C

′ + R)−1CP0A
′ (4.3)

Then the static gain Ks is obtained by plugging Ps into the equation to
calculate the gain as in (4.2).

Ks = PsC
′(CPsC

′ + R)−1 (4.4)

Having done these two steps offline, the computations to be done online
reduce to

x̂k+1|k = Ax̂k|k + Buk

x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k + γk+1Ks(yk+1 − Cx̂k+1|k)

ŷk+1|k+1 = Cx̂k+1|k+1 (4.5)

where ŷ can be fed into the PID controller.
In Figure 4.4, static Kalman filter designed this way is compared with

time-varying Kalman filter. The figures depicted are the mean IAE values
of a thousand simulations, with all the settings being same as the previous
sections. As the performance difference is negligible, unless computation cost
is not a concern, static filtering should be preferred due to the relief on such
costs.
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Figure 4.4: Mean IAE costs of Time-varying Kalman Filter and Static
Kalman Filter
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4.2 Scalar Filtering

The state space representation of a KLT plant, which has only one state,
composes of scalar A, B, C and delay definitions. Naturally, Kalman filter
designed for such a plant is made of scalar operations, and this way, com-
putationally costly instructions such as matrix multiplication are avoided.
However, many processes are better described by higher order models, which
leads to a full order Kalman filter, requiring multiple matrix multiplications.
In order to reduce these operations to scalar ones, KLT approximation of
higher order plants can be used for filtering. In this section, the effects of
such approximation is investigated. In Figure 4.5, a comparison of a full
state Kalman filter, and an approximated filter is given. The plant used for
the simulations is

P (s) =
1

(s + 1)(0.6s + 1)(0.62s + 1)(0.63s + 1)
e−0.2s

which can be approximated to the following KLT plant

Papp(s) =
1

1.689s + 1
e−0.926s
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Figure 4.5: Mean IAE costs of full state Kalman Filter and approximated
Kalman Filter

The results of a simulation with a thousand iterations similar to the
previous sections indicate that the benefits of avoiding costly operations may
easily override the losses in performance, as the increase in IAE, especially
for low dropout rates, is small. The gains used for both filters are static.
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4.3 Gilbert-Elliot Network

In Section 2.3, it has been noted that wireless networks can also be modeled
by Gilbert-Elliot models. This model, however more complex to use in
simulations, captures the phenomenon that packet dropouts generally occur
in bursts. This can be realized by having a higher dropout probability when
a dropout has occurred, i.e. 1 − p should be set higher than p in Figure 2.3.

The performance of the controller also needs to be evaluated using this
network model. For the simulations, both recovery rate p and failure rate
q are varied between 0 and 1, and for each (p, q) pair, 200 simulations with
random dropout realizations have been run. The plant in (3.6) is used with
the same controller tuning. The results are depicted in Figure 4.6, where
the same performance under Bernoulli dropout model is achieved, with
negligible variance throughout (p, q) space.
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Figure 4.6: Mean IAE costs under Gilbert-Elliot loss model

4.4 Plant Uncertainties

Since the filter uses the process model for estimation, the performance of the
system is dependent on the accuracy of the model. Therefore, in this section,
it will be questioned how disastrous it would be to have an inaccurate model.
To do this, the following model will be used within the filter

Pest(s) =
1

0.3s + 1
e−s
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On the other hand, the actual process will be altered with 10% steps.

P (s) =
(1 + ∆)Kp

s(1 + ∆)T + 1
e−s(1+∆)L

where Kp = 1, T = 0.3, L = 1 and ∆ will be altered within the set ∆ =
{0, 0.1, ..., 1}, increasing each KLT parameter as much as twice their original
value. The strategy for the simulations is to alternate one of the three KLT
parameters while keeping the other two fixed. In Figures 4.7-4.9, respectively
the effects of varying Kp, L and T is observed.
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Figure 4.7: The effects of varying Kp under various dropout rates

The highest increase is observed while Kp is altered, where for high
dropout rates, the IAE cost reaches ten times the regular value. This is
due to the lack of the feedback from the plant, making the control action
produced by the controller resulting the process reach twice the setpoint. On
the other hand, for L, the lack of feedback for inaccurate models leads to bet-
ter performance since the control action produced for the plant with incorrect
delay, will make the actual plant eventually reach the setpoint. However, the
presence of the feedback from a different plant “confuses” the filter, resulting
in poor performance. Finally for T , regardless the feedback, the performance
worsens as the uncertainty increases, but the amount is comparably low.
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Figure 4.8: The effects of varying L under various dropout rates
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Figure 4.9: The effects of varying T under various dropout rates

4.5 Biased Disturbances

The classical Kalman filter is the minimum mean variance estimator only if
the noises and disturbances are zero-mean, therefore it is unable to handle bi-
ased disturbances. If non zero-mean disturbances are expected, the structure
of the filter needs to be altered. A simple way to do this has been introduced
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in [37], where biased signals are treated as additional states. The two types
of such biased signals are illustrated in Figure 4.1, where ω is the disturbance
and v is the measurement noise. The implementation in [37], called Sepa-
rate bias Kalman filter (SepKF), requires mean of these signals to be
appended to the state vector of the system x as follows

z =





x
ωm

vm





The system can now be defined by the following equations

z[k + 1] = Fz[k] + Gu[k] + ωη[k]

y[k] = Lz[k] + vη[k]

where ωη and vη are the zero-mean components of the signals, with their
bias components, respectively ωm and vm, are handled within the new state
vector z. The rest of the newly introduced matrices are defined as follows

F =

[

A E
0 I

]

G =

[

B
0

]

L =
[

C F
]

where E = diag(1, 0) if ωm is non-zero and needs to be estimated. Similarly
F = diag(0, 1) if the mean of the measurement noise is non-zero. Otherwise,
they can be left zero. The right lower part of the F matrix is identity matrix
I. This is due to the fact that these states are not expected to evolve, i.e.
ωm[k + 1] = ωm[k].

The definition of the initial covariance matrix should be modified as below

P̄0 =

[

P0 0
0 P0,b

]

where P0,b represents how certain the initial bias estimate in the state vector
z is. The non-diagonal elements of P̄0 are null since it is assumed that there
is no correlation between process states and bias. Finally, two new elements
need to be appended to process noise covariance Q. These non-zero elements
make up room for the estimation of the bias uncertainty.

The new bias aware filter SepKF has been tested under the disturbances
given in Figure 4.10. It has been assumed that there would be both load and
measurement disturbances, but their values are unknown. Therefore their
initial states has been set as [0 0]′, with their error covariance P0,b set as

P0,b =

[

0.12 0
0 0.12

]
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Figure 4.10: Applied disturbance and measurement noise

And the following matrix has been appended to the lower right end of
the error covariance Q, leaving the rest of the non-diagonal elements null.

[

0.22 0
0 0.22

]

In Figure 4.11, the responses to step set-points of both regular Kalman
filter and Separate bias Kalman filter are compared. The left-hand side
figure shows a response under ploss = 0.2 and ploss = 0.7 on the right-hand
side. The plant is given in (3.6) and static gain is derived as described in
Section 4.1. From the plots, it can be clearly seen that the regular KF shows
oscillatory behavior after the first bias is applied, and from then on, exhibits
an unsatisfactory performance. This is more apparent when the dropout
rate is high. On the other hand, SepKF estimates the disturbances within
a few seconds and stabilizes the system around origin as fast as it initially
has risen for the set point. A more elaborate comparison is given in Figure
4.12, where a thousand simulations have been run for each dropout rate.
The behavior of regular KF is steadily deteriorating as the dropout rate is
increasing whereas SepKF holds more or less the same IAE until there is
only 10% of the feedback is remaining. When the feedback loop is broken, as
there is no possibility to be aware of the disturbance, SepKF meets regular
KF at a very high performance cost.

The performance of SepKF has been further tested using different dis-
turbance profiles. It has been noted that, if the disturbance has a higher
frequency, as given in Figure 4.13, the controller fails to estimate the bias
in a reasonable time. The response of the system can be observed in Figure
4.14, where the disturbance almost propagates to the system output.
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Figure 4.11: Regular KF and Separate bias KF under biased disturbances
for ploss = 0.2 and ploss = 0.7
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Figure 4.12: Applied disturbance and measurement noise

SepKF violates the scalar filtering introduced in Section 4.2 by adding
two new states for the disturbances. Therefore, there is a computational
trade off introduced for estimating biased signals.

4.6 Cascade PID

Cascade structure, introduced in Section 3.1, holds an important role in con-
trol applications. Provided that the process satisfies the constraints to use
it, cascade structure poses great advantages in terms of disturbance avoid-
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Figure 4.13: Applied disturbance and measurement noise with sine compo-
nent
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Figure 4.14: Regular KF and Separate bias KF under biased disturbances
with sine component

ance. In this section, a Kalman filter based PID controller will be designed
for a cascade plant, composed of inner and outer plants, Pin(s) and Pout(s),
respectively. For the tuning, the following steps are followed

• An AMIGO tuned PID controller, Cin(s) is designed for Pin(s). If Pin(s)
is not a KLT plant, it is approximated beforehand.

• For the outer controller, the plant to be controlled is the inner closed
loop connected in series with the outer plant.

P (s) =
Pin(s)Cin(s)

1 + Pin(s)Cin(s)
Pout(s)

• P(s) is approximated as a KLT plant, and outer controller Cout(s) is
designed using AMIGO tuning rules.
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• The filters are tuned according to the plant and sensor specifications,
as described in previous sections. If biased disturbances are expected,
the states of the filters can be expanded.

For the simulations, the following plant has been used

Pin(s) =
4

(0.25s + 1)(0.5s + 1)(s + 1)
Pout(s) =

1

(2s + 1)2

As required by the structure constraints, the main disturbance enters the
system as an input to the inner plant, Gaussian with variance σ2 = 10−3,
while the outer loop is effected by a Gaussian disturbance with variance
σ2 = 10−5. The inner system has a sampling time hin = 0.05s, which is ten
times faster than the outer loop, hout = 0.5s. The filters and controllers have
been tuned according to the specifications, and a step response of the system
can be observed in Figure 4.15 with ploss = 0.2 and ploss = 0.7.
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Figure 4.15: Step response of cascade PID

In these step responses, where the inner process variable is normally not
of any interest, the outer process variable exhibits an oscillatory behavior.
However, given the amount of disturbance applied to the inner loop, the
steady state response of the system can be deemed satisfactory. The response
of the system also does not change under higher dropout rate. This can be
better observed in Figure 4.16, where two hundred executions have been run
for each (ploss,in, ploss,out) pair. It can be seen that the system is more sensitive
to the outer packet loss rate, however, the difference between the highest cost
and the lowest cost is very low.
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Figure 4.16: IAE cost of cascade structure under various loss probabilities
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Implementation

For the implementation, Tmote sky wireless modules have been run on contiki
operating system, where the plant to be controlled is a water tank system.
It has been observed how the network imperfections affect the behavior of
the system.

Tmote sky

Tmote sky, which can be seen in Figure 5.1, is a wireless mote developed
by the University of California, Berekely [38]. Being based on MSP430
ultra-low power microcontroller, the level of mote’s power consumption en-
ables for the module to have a long lifespan. The module is equipped with
humidity, temperature and light sensors and the expansion connector, along
with an ADC chip which makes it possible to attach external sensors. This
property has been used to connect pressure sensors in this study. The module
boasts IEEE 802.15.4 wireless transceiver for wireless communication and is
programmable via USB. The module also has a DAC chip, which has been
connected to the actuator for the experiments.

Contiki

Contiki, designed by Swedish Institute of Computer Science, is a mul-
titasking operating system for memory constrained embedded systems, es-
pecially for wireless sensor networks. It is open source, and highly portable.
A typical Contiki configuration is 2 kilobytes of RAM and 40 kilobytes of
ROM [39]. Contiki also has both full IP networking and low-power radio
communication mechanisms, therefore it is one of the few efficient operating
systems to be used on Tmote sky module, and it has been employed to test
the theoretical findings of this study.

44
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Figure 5.1: Tmote sky

WirelessHart

WirelessHART, ratified by the HART Communication Foundation, is an
open wireless communication standard specifically designed for process mea-
surement and control applications [40]. Its structure is composed of IEEE
802.15.4-2006 on the physical layer, and for medium access, WirelessHART
has its own time-synchronized MAC layer. Some of the features of Wire-
lessHART MAC are time slots, network wide synchronization and channel
hopping. The novelty to WirelessHART is that it pays more effort to meet
real-time constraints.

For the communication of samples from the sensor to the controller, in
this study, a WirelessHART burst mode implementation developed in [41]
has been used. Using this mode, given a sample frequency, the sensor sends
its samples periodically until being halted.

WirelessHART has standardized devices families for some frequently used
applications. The interesting one for this study is the PID Control De-
vice Family [42]. Even though the commands in this device family are well
detailed and suitable for many industrial control applications, they lack ad-
vanced options such as cascade structure or anti wind-up. Moreover, they
do not leave enough room for modifications such as adding a filter for the
controller. Due to these reasons, the PID device family is not used in this
thesis.

Plant

For the implementation, a water tank system, manufactured by Quanser
Consulting has been used. The tank, illustrated in Figure 5.3, has a pump
connected to a DC motor which can be controlled, and has a sink with
constant orifice, which takes the water out. The tank has a pressure sensor
to measure the level of the water inside. The specifications of the tank can
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be found in [43]. A mathematical model, based on Bernoulli’s principle is
obtained as below

ẋ =
−a

A

√

2gx +
Km

A
u

x

A

a

Figure 5.2: Water Tank

where x is the level of the water in the tank (mm)
a is the cross sectional area of the outflow orifice (mm2)
A is the cross sectional area of the tank (mm2)
g is the gravitational acceleration (mm/s2)
Km is the pump constant (mm3/s/V )

Linearizing the model around a point xL

ẋ =
−a

A

√

g

2xL

x +
Km

A
u (5.1)

The measurement read from the sensor is

y =
Kmv

KDAC

x (5.2)

where Kmv is the millimeter to voltage conversion constant (V/mm)
KDAC is the digital to analog conversion constant (V )

System Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the system is composed of a water tank and two
wireless motes, one for sensing and one for controlling. The pressure sensor of
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the water tank is directly connected to the ADC board of sensing mote, which
sends the samples to the controller mote using wireless transceiver at 10Hz.
The controller mote, receiving these samples again using its transceiver, ex-
ecutes the control loop within its microprocessor and applies the control
action using its DAC module, directly wired to control signal on the water
tank board. Therefore, the wireless medium is only introduced once to the
system -from sensor mote to the controller mote. It should also be noted
that the entire computation is done on low power microcontrollers.

Controller Mote Water Tank Sensor Mote

Figure 5.3: Experiment Setup

Controller Tuning

As the model in (5.1-5.2) is already a KLT one, there is no need for further
approximation. Having linearized model around xL = 150, AMIGO tuning
rules given in Section 3.1 have been directly used.

Since the maximum voltage of the pump is limited, for set-points that are
far away from the process variable, wound-up integral action is unavoidable.
To overcome this challenge, the remedy described in Section 3.1, further
illustrated in Figure 3.3 has been used. The tracking time has been set as
same as integral time, i.e. Tt = Ti.

For filter tuning, the model needs to be discretized. This has been done
using sampling time h = 0.1s. With x0 = 0, P0 = 0.12, Q = 0.12 and
R = 0.13, along with a discrete model, the static filter gain has been tuned
using (4.3-4.4).

Timestamps have been utilized to judge if the samples are received on
time. The transceiver of the controller mote saves the sample with the latest
timestamp to the memory. The control loop, which is also executed at 10Hz,
checks whether the sample with the latest timestamp is recent enough to be
used. The constraint for this is to see if it has been generated within the
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last 0.1s. If this is not the case, bypassing the correction step, the predicted
value of the filter is used as the best estimate.

Experiments

For the experiments, the set-point is given as r(t) = 150, which is the value
that the system has been linearized around. The system has been turned
on when the tank is nearly empty, not contradicting with the initial state
estimate of the filter. For comparison purposes, the first experiment is done
on one mote -sensing and controlling on its own. This eliminates any net-
work induced effects. The result can be seen in Figure 5.4. The rise time
of the system is around 10 seconds, which is due to the limitations of the
actuator. The system exhibits a stable and satisfactory performance, with
mostly eliminating the measurement noise.
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Figure 5.4: Networkless experiment

The rest of the experiments have been done on the regular setup, with
one mote sensing and the other controlling. The results, along with their
successful packet transmission graph can be seen in Figures 5.5-5.8. Below
the figures, the IAE costs, packet dropout rates and number of maximum
consecutive dropouts can be read. The actual measurement signal (depicted
with blue) are read directly from the sensing mote. These data are naturally
not accessible by the controller mote if their respective packets were lost.
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The packet dropout rates, especially in Figures 5.6-5.8, are remarkably
high. This is partly due to the packet losses injected on purpose, to see the ef-
fects of various realizations of dropouts. Additionally, while the experiments
were being done, there have been other experiments going on next door, for
which the medium was being kept also very busy.
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Figure 5.5: Experiment #1

Experiment #1, in which a dropout realization of a healthy network has
been exhibited, the step response is very similar to the networkless experi-
ment, with no overshoot and measurement noise being generally eliminated.
For the rest of the experiments, the dropout rate is over 50%, which is too
high to expect from a network in good condition. However, injecting such
losses poses a good opportunity to test the controller under harsh conditions.

For Experiment #2 and #3, even though the overall dropout rate is high,
the response is still satisfactory. This is due to the low number of consecutive
dropouts -the estimator had a chance to correct the prediction. The problem
arises when the communication is lost for a long time, like between seconds 20
to 30 in Experiment #3. This is more apparent in Experiment #4, where the
communication has been lost for 45 seconds. During this time, it is observed
that the plant has been pushed away from the origin, filling the tank with
water more than necessary. This is due to the imperfections of the model
-using the model, the process variable has been predicted to be at x̂ = 150,
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Figure 5.6: Experiment #2
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Figure 5.8: Experiment #4

whereas it has been rising above that value. When the communication has
been reestablished, the level has been pushed back to the set-point. Even so,
communication being lost for such a long time should not expected from a
reliable network.
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Conclusion

The study has taken a widely used controller, and focused on how to enhance
the classical algorithm to operate reliably over wireless communication links
subject to packet delay and loss.

The thesis began with an overview of how (classical) PID controllers can
be realized, tuned and then implemented on a computer based system. Some
useful structures such as the cascade loop have also been discussed. With
this basic understanding of the classical theory for PID control, we then
focused on enhancements that allow reliable operation when the stream of
sensor data is unreliable and packets are sometimes lost or delayed. After a
careful review of existing proposals for networked PID controllers and, more
generally, the literature of networked control systems, we settled for a control
structure that combines a time-varying Kalman filter with the classical PID
control law. Simulations using different plant models and different models
for packet losses revealed that this new structure has superior performance
compared to earlier proposals. These simulations included both nominal sce-
narios when packet losses occur occasionally and randomly, and worst-case
scenarios where the communication is lost for a long time and the majority
of the scheduled packets are lost. While our controller has consistently good
performance as the packet loss rate changes, the performance of the previ-
ously proposed control structures quickly deteriorate as the packet dropout
rates increase. With the lack of feedback, the controllers have no information
how the system would evolve and it would be unreasonable to expect them
to give an appropriate action under such conditions.

The idea behind this study was to develop a simple and reliable PID
controller, which can run on a wireless mote equipped with a low-power mi-
croprocessor. Therefore, we chose to work with scalar (KLT) process models
and replace the computationally costly operations of a time-varying Kalman
filter by a state observer with static gain. Having done these simplifications,

52
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it has been observed that the performance of the controller is still satisfac-
tory and significantly better than the earlier proposals, even at high dropout
rates. The same performance has been exhibited under the Gilbert-Elliot
network model. In order to deal with biased disturbances, the states of the
system have been increased, violating the scalar operations constraint. How-
ever more computationally costly, the bias of the disturbances are identified
and treated rapidly. The controller has also been applied to a cascade sys-
tem, where we noted that the inner loop was less sensitive to high packet loss
rates.

The controller has been implemented on a single water tank, using Tmote
sky, Contiki and WirelessHART. A nonlinear process model was linearized
and further approximated to a KLT plant. Our controller posed satisfactory
performances even when half of the packets were dropped. Problems arose
only when the communication was lost for a long time, and we gave one
such example where 450 consecutive packets were lost. During this period,
the controller relied on the linearized KLT plant, which was not as accurate
as desired. Despite this, the water level was kept within the vicinity of 4
cm, and when the communication was reestablished, the process variable
was driven to the set-point in a short amount of time, making the overall
response acceptable. It is therefore believed that the controller is reliable
enough to be put in use.

This study will further be extended to establish theoretical results for
stability and performance of control loops that combine an output feedback
controller (such as the PID) with a filter that compensates for network im-
perfections.
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Appendix A

Test Batch

The following test batch, composed of process models with essentially mono-
tone step responses, has been proposed in [21] to derive MIGO tuning rules.
The batch includes both lag and delay dominated plants, together with in-
tegrating ones. The estimation based controller presented in Section 4, has
been tested on all the processes except the integrating type (P6).

P1(s) =
e−s

1 + sT

T =0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1

1.3, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000

P2(s) =
e−s

(1 + sT )2

T =0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1

1.3, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500

P3(s) =
1

(s + 1)(1 + sT )2

T =0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2, 5, 10

P4(s) =
1

(s + 1)n

n =3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

P5(s) =
1

(1 + s)(1 + αs)(1 + α2s)(1 + α3s)

α =0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
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P6(s) =
e−sL1

s(1 + sT1)

L1 =0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0

T1 =1 − L1

P7(s) =
T

(1 + sT )(1 + sT1)
e−sL1

T =1, 2, 5, 10

L1 =0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0

T1 =1 − L1

P8(s) =
1 − αs

(s + 1)3

α =0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1

P9(s) =
1

(s + 1)((sT )2 + 1.4sT + 1)

T =0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0



Appendix B

KLT Approximation

A KLT plant (also known as first order time plus delay plant) can describe
a process with three parameters, namely gain (Kp), lag (T ) and delay (L).
The plant description is given in (3.3) and repeated here.

PKLT(s) =
Kp

1 + sT
e−sL

To approximate a higher order plant to a KLT plant, the method of
Reaction Curve is used. The method requires the step response of the
plant. Having a step response like in Figure B.1, the three parameters are
obtained as below.

time

Kp

0.63Kp

T + LL

Figure B.1: Calculation of KLT Parameters

• Kp is the steady state value of the process variable, assuming that the
process is ignited from rest
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• L is determined by the intersection of the steepest tangent and the
x-axis

• T is calculated using the intersection of the steepest tangent and the
process variable reaching 63% of the steady state value. This point
gives T + L as illustrated in Figure B.1

This calculation usually gives a crude approximation of the plant. There-
fore these values are further approximated using a Hessian based constrained
nonlinear optimization. Since the initial values are obtained using the Reac-
tion Curve, it is unlikely that the optimization halts at a local minimum.
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